performed manually by human-hand. Automatic drawing makes possible to represent power system flexibly. The mathematical problem seems to be similar to "How to draw planar graph". However, unlike to the planar graph problem which treats eassentially non-separable, power systems contain a few loops. Fractal graph is utilized in this paper. Our problem is defined as follows: (1) All vertex must be on the grid. All branches must be composed of horizontal or vertical line segments. The vertex that has more than 5 degree can be divided into sub-vertices. (2 ) Geometrical relationship between two vertices must be preserved as long as possible (In this paper, "Geometrical" means "Directional"). ( 3 ) Branches should not cross each other as long as possible. The method is applied to some practical power system networks. Although the method has some week points for grid systems, the test results show the feasibility of the proposed method. 
